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iDesk
Dear Readers,
3D printing technology is being
used in almost all fields these days
and the latest development is its use
in the Army. Common 3D printing
requirements in the Defense industry
rest around versatility. Companies in
this sector want their 3D printer to
deliver parts of various scopes, sizes
and material property simulations.
While some remain sceptical about
the future of 3D printing, the leading
aerospace and defense manufacturers
have started employing this
technology more and more. Some
companies in aerospace industry are
using 3D printers to make hundreds of
complex parts in metal and plastic.

3D Printing – The Rapid Equipping Force for the Defense Industry
Can you imagine a 3D printer printing
a machine gun? Yes. 3D printers are
capable of printing any parts of the
gun that does not need a metal. A
recently published report indicates
that army has started deploying mobile
labs equipped with 3D printers to
allow soldiers to design and produce
“problem solving inventions” and
enable the connectivity between
scientist and the soldier.
Gone are the days of building a
design using conventional methods,
which consume enormous time and
effort to create the designs, fabricate,
and join the parts and finally to test
them. Future is 3D printing as it can
produce a model in a few hours with
absolute accuracy and saves a lot of
precious time. Materials are re-used
and recycled in the 3D printing – a
small effort for the green process. More
copies can be printed, almost instantly.

And printing something complex,
which might be impossible to produce
using old fabrication techniques, is
just as easy as printing something
simple. 3D printing helps Innovation
and improved technologies reach
the door steps of the soldiers. Rather
than bringing the soldier home to the
scientist, technology has uprooted the
scientist and the engineer and brought
them to the soldier. There are more
than 100 materials ranging from rigid
to rubber-like substances for texture,
standard to graded engineering for
toughness and transparent to opaque
for clarity and shades that can be used
for 3D printing. That’s the power of 3D
printing technology.
In this issue, we are presenting three of
our interesting works and the excerpts
of interview with one of our esteemed
clients, Mr. B. Nirmal Kumar, Director of
JBM Shelters. Happy Reading!

iNews - Recent Projects

Student Project
This Model was made for a student
studying in the Seventh Standard in a
reputed School in Chennai. He wanted
this made for exhibiting it in his School
Science Fair which fetched him the Best
Project Award as it incorporates the
intricate internal features of the Hydro
Power Plant.

Mancini Design Comber Model

Pragrup Nandi Model

A replica of the Spinning Machine was
created for Mancini Enterprises, who offer
comprehensive design services in the
fields of architecture, interiors, landscape
and product design. Mancini presented
this machine model aptly to their client
Lakshmi Machine Works, who were very
impressed with the gesture.

Pragrup, a reputed architectural
consultancy firm took iKix’s service to
present a 3D Model of the proposed
project, which would take the shape of
Nandi. This 3D model has helped Pragrup
to translate their concept into reality
and enabled them to present the unique
features of this project. The client was
thrilled to see a physical 3D model and
clearly understood the salient structural
elements.

3D printing help people
to visualise the project
completely and influence
positive decision
Mr. B. Nirmal Kumar,
Director of JBM Shelters Private Limited

What is the current scenario of the industry and tell us
about your projects.
Over the years, the industry is going at a rapid pace and
Chennai has been witnessing a steady growth in the last
few years. JBM Shelters has been in this field since 1995 and
promoted many projects in Tambaram and Chrompet areas.
Currently, it has diversified into multi-storeyed projects
segment and has been promoting many projects in prime
areas.
Tell us about the benefits of using a 3D model?
Models are vitally important in enabling clients to visualize
completed versions of proposed projects. But the process
of building models on conventional mode is painstaking
and extremely labor intensive. Accurately replicating scaled
down details, in particular, is time consuming, difficult and
expensive. As a result, significant details that often highlight
exceptional design are ignored in the conventional model
making.

3D printing technology slash the manpower and time
required to create detailed, accurate scale models that
effectively communicate the unique concept of each design
to the client. They replicate fine design elements to scale
with exceptional accuracy in just hours, at a fraction of the
cost of fabricated or hand-built models. Made of strong,
durable materials, the models can include even very thin
walls and intricate details that are surprisingly robust.
What do the customers feel about the 3D model?
As most of the customers can’t read the technical drawings,
the unique features of the projects are generally not
reaching them in the right manner. 3D model helps the
customers to understand every feature and relate all the
benefits that are incorporated in the project, very clearly.
It even helps the marketing team to explain the structural
and architectural aspects to the customers and close the
deal, quickly. Decision making becomes easy in the case of
customers since they get a clear picture of their house or
flat by seeing and perceiving from a 3D model. They can
visualize the plan easily and people are quite appreciative of
the model.
Your experience with
ikix?
For our Perungudi
project, we awarded
a contract to iKix to
create a 3D model.
They delivered a
fabulous model to our
full satisfaction, which
has helped us to launch
the project successfully
and sell the project in
short time. It was a very
good experience.
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